
A Dynamic Tree Structure for IncrementalReinforcement Learning of Good BehaviorTomas Landelius Hans KnutssonDepartment of Electrical Engineering, Computer Vision LaboratoryLink�oping University, 581 83 Link�oping, Swedenemail: tc@isy.liu.se, knutte@isy.liu.seAlso published in Proceedings of the 2nd Swedish Conference on Connectionism asBehaviorism and Reinforcement Learning.AbstractThis paper addresses the idea of learning by reinforcement, withinthe theory of behaviorism. The reason for this choice is its generalityand especially that the reinforcement learning paradigm allows sys-tems to be designed, which can improve their behavior beyond thatof their teacher. The role of the teacher is to de�ne the reinforcementfunction, which acts as a description of the problem the machine isto solve.Gained knowledge is represented by a behavior probability den-sity function which is approximated with a number of normal dis-tributions, stored in the nodes of a binary tree. It is argued that ameaningful partitioning into local models can only be accomplishedin a fused space consisting of both stimuli and responses.Given a stimulus, the system searches for responses likely to resultin highly reinforced decisions by treating the sum of the two normaldistributions on each level in the tree as a distribution describing thesystem's behavior at that resolution. The resolution of the response,as well as the tree growing and pruning processes, are controlled bya random variable based on the di�erence in performance betweentwo consecutive levels in the tree. This results in a system that willnever be content but will inde�nitely continue to search for bettersolutions.1 IntroductionThe quest for machines that learn from memorized experiences is one ofthe great challenges of modern science. The word machine origins from theGreek wordmachina related to an old word for power, or to make somethingpossible, m�ech�an�e. Machines, which today are claimed to possess an abilityto learn show a remarkable rigid behavior, far behind that of the simplestbiological organisms. However, a machine capable of learning would indeedpossess the attributes here ascribed to the word machine. It would meansbe a very powerful tool, making things possible which are out of reach forany human programming e�ort.In this paper a method of training machines in achieving the desired re-sults will be studied. The method is based on the idea of learning byreinforcement, within the theory of behaviorism. Why reinforcement and



Figure 1: A distribution (left) representing the desired behavior (right).behaviorism? These questions are now addressed in reverse order.Behaviorism is all about the same issues as is machine learning - predictionand control of a system's behavior, drilling. The mission for a behavioristis to make his subject produce the desired results. By no means should thischoice of a behavioristic view on machine learning be seen as an advocacyfor behaviorism in general. The behavioristic view taken here is �rst of alla technological one which can be useful when formulating control methods.This paper focuses on what can be done with as few a priori assumptionsabout the system as possible, or stated in another way, with little systembias. J. B. Watson, the leader of the behavioristic revolution, explainslearning as Pavlonian conditioning. A response is associated with a stimulussuch that after the learning trial, the stimulus will result in the associatedresponse with a certain probability. The learning system can be viewed asa black box which behavior is modeled only with a probability distribution,p(d), over the product space of the stimulus and response spaces, d 2D = X � Y . Hence a stimulus, x, and its associated response, y, can betreated together as a decision, d = (x;y). When the system has learnedto solve a problem its decisions will be generated from an optimal behaviordistribution, OBD.The notion of stimulus should not be taken only to mean current sensoryinput. A key mechanism for learning is the system's ability to keep amemory of both past stimuli and responses. In �g. 1 the optimal systembehavior is to produce a sine wave. This behavior can be described with aprobability density function having its maximum along the decisions whichconstitute the optimal behavior. Probabilities are reected in the grey levelsof the graph to the right in �g. 1, the whiter the more probable a decision.Learning from the system's point of view is then equal to estimating theOBD.The reason for a reinforcement learning paradigm is twofold. First, some-how the system must be told whether or not its responses are advisable. Anatural way of doing this is to reward it, whatever this may mean, whenit gives good responses, or at least when the task it has been facing is sat-



isfactory completed. Second, it allows systems to be designed which canimprove their behavior beyond that of their teacher. Even the behavioristictheories that claim contiguity alone to su�ce for generation of associationsbetween stimuli and responses admit that rewards inuence outcomes. Therole of the teacher is to de�ne the reinforcement function, which acts as adescription of the problem the machine is to solve.Hence, in reinforcement learning the teacher does not tell the system any-thing about the desired response but instead lets it know how good, or bad,it performed. This corresponds to the value of a performance function ata given point in the decision space, meaning that no directed informationis given to the system. For a reinforcement learning system, appropriateactions can only be found by performing repeated trials and comparingthe outcomes. However, having performed an action, the world may haveresponded and the system now views a di�erent stimulus, making it impos-sible to try new responses to the previous stimulus. The previous remarkmakes it obvious that a system's abilities not only to sense, but also to re-spond, will be of great relevance to the learning capabilities of the system.These circumstances have been shown to be of major relevance to humans,illustrated in several experiments in perceptual psychology, which stronglysuggest that closing the system-environment loop is necessary for a systemto learn successfully, (Wilson and Knutsson, 1993). The idea that inter-action with the world is necessary for knowledge acquisition has also beenpointed out by empiricist philosophers throughout history. One example isgiven by the italian G. Vico, who claimed that the requirement for knowingsomething is that you have done it, and another by L. Wittgenstein whopoints out that the grammar of the word \knows" is closely related to thatof \can", \is able to".2 The Tree RepresentationIn the previous section it was suggested that an unbiased route towardslearning machines would go via a representation of their behavior distribu-tions. Any choice of approach will however inevitable introduce more orless bias. Even if the generality of a system is a desirable property it shouldof course be allowed to bias the system with knowledge and structures thatare known to be of great value for speeding up the learning procedure. Theenvironment of the system could provide essential clues and it must be ac-knowledged that evolutionary discoveries are not made in a day. But, careshould be taken when introducing biological features as system bias, not toend up with \airplanes apping their wings". The following two propertiesof the world seem harmless enough to be used to bias the system modelsand its architecture (Granlund and Knutsson, 1983).� Continuity� Locality



The continuity prior states that the world is geometric, yielding continuousmodels to be preferred before discontinuous ones, as long as data does notcontradict it. The second prior states that models are preferred such thatonly a small portion of the experience base will be relevant to any speci�csituation, i.e. models should be localized in time and space.A natural way to bootstrap a learning system would be to begin with anemphasis on single memories. When the system has no or few experiencesin a domain, every single experience is critical and remembered more orless in detail. New responses are formed by generalizing from these storedexperiences (Omohundro, 1992). Later on, when more data is available,models can be formed and there is no longer a need for using individualexperiences to generate new responses. Instead the focus is on discover-ing regularities in the stored decisions and model them using methods forparameter �tting.One of the major obstacles for any system engaged in realistic interactionwith a natural environment is what has come to be known as the \curse ofdimensionality" (Bellman, 1957). An approach to deal with the problemsassociated with the high dimensionality of the decision space is to �ghtthem with a divide-and-conquer strategy. The strategy investigated in thispaper is based on a partitioning of the decision space and the assignment oflocal models to the emerged partitions. This is in contrast with most stan-dard neural networks which maintain a global model of the signal domain.It should be stressed that the space to be partitioned is a fusion of boththe input and output spaces. Partitioning only the input space is mean-ingless since there is no way to decide whether a given subset of this spaceshould be assigned a model or not. This is however possible in the decisionspace, where pairs of input and output which are worth representing arecharacterized by a high reward.To build models the system will have to estimate parameters. Parameter�tting usually results in good generalization but has a fundamental problemin over�tting, i.e. having insu�cient data to validate the model at hand asuseful for generalization. A solution to the problem of over�tting is to startwith a coarse model, when only a small amount of data is available. Then,as more data arrives, more complex models could be validated. Note thatif some performance criterion is available it is possible to stop the modelcomplexity from growing larger than necessary. Such a criterion makes itpossible to vary the model complexity across the signal space. One of themore exible approaches to model representation at various levels is a treestructure. This approach has been used for similar purposes under namessuch as regression and neural trees, see e.g. (Utgo�, 1989).Gained knowledge, i.e. experienced stimulus-response pairs associated witha high reward, is represented by a behavior probability density function.This distribution is estimated by partitioning the set of experienced deci-sions, which are seen as samples from the behavior distribution, and storinglocal models of the decision distribution in the nodes of a binary tree struc-
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Figure 2: Hierarchical decomposition of the behavior distribution.ture. Within each partition the local decision distribution is modeled witha normal distribution, which parameters are stored in the correspondingnode in the tree. The idea behind the approach to employ local normaldistributions in the approximation originated from the successful use oftensors as local signal descriptors (Knutsson, 1989). By summation of thedistributions at a given level in the tree, an approximation of the behaviordistribution at the corresponding resolution is obtained. The approxima-tion hence goes from coarse at the root node, to �ne towards the leavesof the tree. This is illustrated in �gure 2 where a behavior distribution,describing a system exhibiting a sinusoidal behavior, is represented withmodels distributed in a binary tree with three levels. At the root node thedistribution is approximated with one normal distribution only. On thesecond and third level the approximating sum contains two and four termsrespectively.When traversing the tree downwards from the root, one coarse node modelis replaced with a sum of two �ner ones at every new level. This meansthat the �nest approximation of the behavior distribution can be seen to



originate from a stepwise, or recursive, re�nement of the root distribution,p0. This relationship which was illustrated in �gure 2 can also be expressedas follows, where � are coe�cients in the linear combination:p(x) � p0(x)p(x) � �lpl(x) + �rpr(x)p(x) � (�llpll(x) + �lrplr(x)) + (�rlprl(x) + �rrprr(x)): (1)3 Tree ResponsesIn the previous section a behavior representation, suitable for machinelearning, was discussed. An important aspect of such a representation washowever left out. It must be useful to the system in its struggle to ful�llits mission. Given the tree representation and new sensory data, what isthe system to do next? The tree is the system's only guide to responsegeneration and must be asked for an output likely to receive a high reward.In order to answer the question not only should the decision probabilityfunction p(x;y) be represented but also, at least indirectly, the conditioneddistribution p(y j x). This distribution is proportional to the distributionof decisions with a �x input, x = x0:p(y j x0) = p(x0;y)p(x0) / p(x0;y): (2)Hence representing p(x;y), will allow for an output to be generated to thecurrent input x0, by selecting an output at random from the distributionp(x0;y). Note that this procedure makes it possible for the system to haveseveral equally plausible responses to one stimulus.One of the major properties in favor of the normal model is that it canbe shown that the projection of a normal distribution onto the hyperplanex = x0, speci�ed by the current input, is a new normal distribution, p(y),times a constant, c:p(y j x0) / p(x0;y) = c(x0;m;B) p(y): (3)Herem and B = C�1 are the mean vector and the inverse of the covariancematrix respectively. This means that it is also possible to use a gaussianmodel, describing the system's behavior, in order to generate proper re-sponses. But each of the nodes in the tree contains a normal distributionestimating the behavior distribution in its part of the decision space. The�nest approximation of the global behavior distribution, p(d), is found bya top-down expansion of the sum of local distributions from the root downto the leaves:p(x;y) � p0(x;y) � �l pl(x;y) + �r pr(x;y) � : : : �X�i pi(x;y): (4)Here the indices l and r refer to the distributions in the left and right childof the root node. These two distributions are themselves approximations



of the distributions in their children, and so on. The recursion stops withthe sum of the leaf distributions as seen in equation 4. This was illustratedin equation 1 and �gure 2 for a tree of depth three.The projection property of the normal distribution also allows the globalconditioned distribution p(y j x0) to be calculated as a linear combinationof the conditioned leaf distributions, yielding the distribution of possibleresponses as a new sum of normal distributions:p(y j x0) / p0(x0;y)p(y j x0) � �l pl(x0;y) + �r pr(x0;y)p(y j x0) � �l cl pl(y) + �r cr pr(y) � : : : �X�i ci pi(y): (5)Generating a random output from the conditioned distribution in equation5 is quite easy. When a probability density function can be expressed as alinear combinationp(x) = �1p1(x) + �2p2(x) + : : :+ �npn(x) ; P�i = 1 ; �i > 0 ; (6)where p1(x); : : : ; pn(x) are probability density functions, the following twostep procedure can be applied to produce a sample from the total distribu-tion p(x) (Mitrani, 1982):1. Generate a random integer, m, being 1 with probability �1, 2 withprobability �2 and so on.2. Generate a random variable from the probability density functionpm(x) and let it be the output.The method for random number generation described above lends itselfto a branch and bound implementation if applied recursively from the topnode and downwards through the tree. This results in a stochastic traversalof the tree in search for the leaf model to be used for output generation.In each node one of the children will be selected in the �rst step of theprocedure, but since it too will be a sum of two distributions the processwill continue, recursively, until a leaf is reached and the output is generated.If a performance measure is assigned to each node model, the responsegenerating procedure could be terminated at any level in the tree. Whentraversing the tree a comparison is made between the performance of thecurrent node model and that of its children suggested for the next recur-sion level. In case there is a big enough di�erence in their performance infavor of the father, the traversal is terminated and the father is allowedto generate the response. A smoother way of implementing this idea is tomake the decision stochastic and let the father generate the response witha probability that depends on the di�erence in performance.A natural way of measuring the performance is to compute the mean andthe standard deviation of the reward collected by a model. Modeling this



measure as a normal distribution leads to a test on di�erences betweenmeans. Assuming nf and nc samples from two di�erent normal distribu-tions, yielding mean values �f and �c, along with standard deviations �fand �c, the test variable t has a Student t distribution with nf +nc degreesof freedom: t = �f � �cr�2fnf + �2cnc : (7)Now if the distributions refer to the reward of the father, f , and a child, c,under consideration for response generation, it is possible to �nd a prob-ability, given a threshold �t, for halting the recursion at the father nodeas: Ph = P [�f � �c > �t] = P [t > h] = 1� P [t < h]: (8)This means that the choice at each node is between halting, with probabilityPh, and continuing the recursion, with probability 1� Ph.4 Growing and PruningExperienced decisions, i.e. input-output combinations, provide the raw ma-terial from which the tree representation of the decision distribution isgrown in this approach. A decision is viewed as a sample from the behaviordistribution and its received reward as the probability mass in that pointof the decision space. E�orts are made to consider the experiences to bethe single most important source of information available to the system inits struggle for reward, in line with the behavioristic view.Estimation of the behavior distribution can be performed in two distinctways. Either by collecting the samples and then run an o�-line estimationprocedure, or using an on-line strategy where each new sample is allowedto update the current model of the distribution. An o�-line like procedurefor this purpose has been investigated earlier (Landelius, 1993), and whatfollows is an outline of an on-line estimation procedure. Two argumentsin favor of an on-line approach are its superior adaptability and its lowerstorage requirements.When the system has generated a response to a presented stimulus it isrewarded. This reward, or probability mass, is used to modify both theperformance measure of the responsible model as well as the coe�cients,�, in the sum of distributions describing the systems behavior found inequation 4. Note that the performance measure is the mean reward receivedby the model, whereas the coe�cient is the total probability mass that themodel represents, which is the reward accumulated by the node.When a new performance measure is available it is possible to compare thenode with its parent. The entity to compare is, as stated before, the meanreward collected by the model. This test may come out in three di�erentways:
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Figure 3: Decision bounds for growing, pruning, and leaving unchanged.1. Superior parent , �f � �c > �t : Prune.2. Superior child , �c � �f > �t : Grow.3. Small di�erence , j�f � �cj � �t : No action.A superior parent suggests that the �ner representation in terms of twochild submodels may be of limited use. This means that the probability forpruning away the subtrees beneath the parent should be high. When thechild is a superior leaf it is the other way round, with a high probabilityfor splitting the node and growing two new children in order to improveeven more on the performance. Superior non-leaf nodes only justify theirexistence and cause no further actions, as is the case when the di�erencein node performance is to low to be under consideration. These situationsleads to a high probability for status quo.The choice between these three actions should not be based on hard decisionboundaries, but rather depend on a random variable which points out eachcase in proportion to its validity. This is done in the very same way as wasthe decision whether or not to halt the traversal of the tree in the responsegeneration situation. Again the test variable from equation 7 is used. Sincethe three probabilities for pruning, growing and doing nothing should addto one it is only necessary to compute two of them explicitly:Pp = P [�f � �c > �t] = P [t > p] = 1� P [t < p]Pg = P [�c � �f > �t] = P [t < g]Pn = 1� (Pp + Pg) = P [t < p]� P [t < g]: (9)



In �gure 3 these three probabilities are illustrated. The probabilities canbe found using the cumulative distribution function P [t < x], shown in thelower right of the same �gure.What parts of the tree are a�ected in these di�erent update situations?The three cases are treated in reverse order. Suppose no modi�cation ofthe tree structure is suggested, which models should then be subjects to anupdate? If the response was generated from a non-leaf node, the idea is toupdate the nodes in straight descending order from the root down to thenode under consideration. Also the nodes belonging to the child subtreesof the node are updated. This means that the coarser nodes which tookpart in the generation of a response are adapted to the new knowledge. Inthis way their partitioning of the decision space will be kept up to date.Child subtrees are modi�ed to make use of the �ner partitions they alreadyrepresent in the tree. In case the response came from a leaf-node, only theformer part of the update procedure, involving the coarser models comeinto question.If the tree is suggested for pruning, this means that the node responsiblefor the produced response is probably still less e�ective than its parentin producing good responses. This also implies that the subdivision of theparent model is of little use and hence both the child subtrees can be prunedaway. When this is done the nodes in straight descending order from theroot to the parent are updated as in the previous case.In case a leaf node is signi�cantly better than its parent it should try toimprove even more on its performance by modeling its part of the decisionspace with two distributions instead of one. For a non-leaf node two �nermodels already exist, and the update procedure follow that outlined forthe no-modi�cation case. If two new leaf nodes are grown they need amean decision vector and a covariance matrix each. The mean vectorsare placed on a line through the parent's mean vector along the directionof maximal data variation in the parent model, i.e. on the line directedalong the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the parent'scovariance matrix. All but the largest eigenvalue of the parent's covariancematrices are inherited by the new models. In the direction of maximaldata variation the standard deviation of a child distribution is suggestedto be half that of its parent. Denoting the parent's parameters withoutany indices, the two new sets of child parameters, satisfying their parent'smodel, then become: ml = m� p32 � e1mr = m+ p32 � e1Cl = Cr = C� 34�1 e1eT1 : (10)Again the ancestors in straight descending order are updated as in all the



previous cases. The performance measures of the children are initialized tobe identical to that of their parent, in order to make it possible for them toparticipate in future response generation. Initializing them to zero wouldmake it very unlikely to traverse down to them in the response generationrecursion, since the di�erence in mean performance would be as large as isthe performance measure of their parent.Producing sound criteria for when to halt the tree growing process is knownto be a problem. Even though a node may seem not to bene�t from beingsplit once, it may bene�t from further splits as illustrated in �gure 2. Thesuggested solution to this problem is to let splits occur in a probabilisticmanner, where the probability for a split depends on the estimated use-fulness of the split. Even if another split does not seem to be very useful,the system will eventually try it out and thus discover if two or more splitsare bene�cial. This results in a system that will never be content, but willinde�nitely continue to search for better solutions.5 DiscussionThe two main routes towards intelligent behavior are based on simulationof biological systems which possess this desired quality. One course is thatof arti�cial intelligence which make use of introspection to �nd out howhumans process information in an intelligent way. This perceived, consciousprocess is then imitated in a computer simulation. But in the same way asit is possible to build machines that y but do not utter their wings, itis possible to design machines that show intelligent behavior but lack theperceived conscious process found by human introspection.Another course in a somewhat opposite direction is the approach calledconnectionism. Driven to extremes, this approach states that the lackof intelligent behavior in today's learning machines is due to the di�er-ence in the underlying computational structure between present machinesand biological systems. Intelligent behavior will emerge if the underly-ing computational structure is the right one. However, the widely acceptedChurch-Turing thesis denies the importance of any speci�c underlying com-putational structure (Minsky, 1967).The functionality of biological systems may be copied but need not be im-plemented literally. Instead, the route seems to go through the implemen-tation of good algorithms, rather than through literal simulation. Learningsystems must be able to build up their knowledge from experiences andgeneralize this information to novel situations. Choosing one way of gener-alization before another is to introduce bias. For a general purpose systemit is impossible to determine how to bias its behavior towards importantproperties of a problem, and at the same time avoid minor details. However,geometric domains unlike the symbolic ones studied in arti�cial intelligence,incorporate a natural bias, that of continuity.The neural network structures, suggested by the connectionists, work in a



geometric domain and make use of this bias to perform a simple form ofgeneralization, that of interpolation and extrapolation. Two major draw-backs with main stream neural network structures are the lack of designtechniques, and that they maintain a global model of the problem domain.A solution to the second problem is to introduce another bias, that of lo-cality.An alternative to the methods described above, both of which are of in-trospective nature, either with respect to human psychology or physiology,is the behavioristic approach. With this view as little as possible is as-sumed about the inside of the system and the interest is instead focusedon the relations between the system's stimuli and responses. Analysis ofstimuli which do not result in good responses is considered meaningless.The system outlined in this paper is based on such a behavioristic viewand makes use only of the two priors of continuity and locality. Togetherwith its dynamic data structure and the reinforcement learning paradigm,this approach could prove to be an interesting alternative to present e�ortstowards learning machines.ReferencesBellman, R. E. (1957). Dynamic Programming. Princeton University Press,Princeton, NJ.Granlund, G. H. and Knutsson, H. (1983). Contrast of structured and homoge-nous representations. In Braddick, O. J. and Sleigh, A. C., editors, Physicaland Biological Processing of Images, pages 282{303. Springer Verlag, Berlin.Knutsson, H. (1989). Representing local structure using tensors. In The 6thScandinavian Conference on Image Analysis, pages 244{251, Oulu, Finland.Report LiTH{ISY{I{1019, Computer Vision Laboratory, Link�oping Univer-sity, Sweden, 1989.Landelius, T. (1993). Behavior representation by growing a learning tree. ThesisNo. 397, ISBN 91{7871{166{5.Minsky, M. L. (1967). Computation: Finite and In�nite Machines, page 108.Prentice Hall Inc.Mitrani, I. (1982). Simulation techniques for discrete event systems. CambridgeUniversity Press.Omohundro, S. M. (1992). Best-�rst model merging for dynamic learning andrecognition. Technical report, International Computer Science Institute,Berkeley, California, USA.Utgo�, P. E. (1989). Perceptron trees: A case study in hybrid concept represen-tations. Connection Science, 1:377{391.Wilson, R. and Knutsson, H. (1993). Seeing things. Report LiTH-ISY-R-1468,Computer Vision Laboratory, S{581 83 Link�oping, Sweden.


